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Abstract

The regeneration of vital organs and tissues remains one of the biggest medical challenges. However, the use of embryonic stem cells
and induced pluripotent stem cells allows novel replacement strategies. The CellFinder project aims to create a stem cell data repository
by linking information from existing public databases and by performing text mining on the research literature. We present the first
version of our corpus which is composed of 10 full text documents containing more than 2,100 sentences, 65,000 tokens and 5,200
annotations for entities. The corpus has been annotated with six types of entities (anatomical parts, cell components, cell lines, cell
types, genes/protein and species) with an overall inter-annotator agreement around 80%. Preliminary results using baseline methods
based on freely available terminologies and systems have returned a recall which ranges from 48% to 90% for the extraction of the
named entities. The high distribution of entities which are representative of the stem cell research, specially cell types, makes our corpus
a valuable resource for the stem cell domain.
Keywords: biomedical corpus, names-entity recognition, stem cell research.

1.

Introduction

The regeneration of lost vital organ and tissue function after
severe injury or end-stage progression of diseases remains
one of the biggest unmet medical challenges (Viswanathan
and Keating, 2011). Despite pharmacological advances in
alleviating the symptoms of compromised vital functions or
in slowing disease progression, the only available therapy
for permanent impairment or organ loss is organ replacement. However, since there are few indications for which
sufficient numbers of donors exist in order to meet the demand for transplant organs (Watson and Dark, 2012), alternative strategies are needed to restore organ and tissue
function.
The advent of human embryonic stems cell (hESCs)
(Thomson et al., 1998) and human induced pluripotent stem
cells (hiPSCs) (Yu et al., 2007) together with the identification of many types of multipotent precursor and adult stem
cell (Barile et al., 2011) have opened promising new routes
for novel replacement strategies (Atala, 2012). Some of
these approaches aim to activate the body’s endogenous regenerative capacities, others look at the stem cells’ capacity
to differentiate into specific cell types for direct application
in cell therapy or use them as building blocks in tissue engineering.
All regenerative approaches involving stem cells or their
differentiated progeny have one fundamental requirement
in common: The cells to be used have to be both effective
and safe. Therefore, therapeutic cell populations to be applied in the patient or in engineered tissue have to be well
characterized based on reliable measurement and analysis
techniques as well as validated by knowledge bases of stem
cells and their progeny (Wohlers et al., 2009; Kerrigan and
Nims, 2011).
Results of such studies create an ever-rising flood of scientific information and experimental data that is virtually

impossible to be registered, analyzed or exploited without the aid of sophisticated bioinformatics applications running on powerful computer infrastructures. This is particularly evident in the rising field of regenerative medicine,
in which several specialized scientific disciplines are combined (Viswanathan and Keating, 2011). Alongside clinical cell-directed pathological and cytological data, additional information such as cell-anatomical, cell-biological,
genetic and biochemical data as well as potencies and functional interactions are required for the modeling, prediction
and analysis of cell-based therapies, as well as for basic
cell research. Consequently regenerative medicine will not
progress without an integrating, systematic and analytical
approach that utilizes adequate shared information and data
resources (Hatano et al., 2011; Jung et al., 2010).
CellFinder1 is based on the idea of establishing a central
stem cell data repository, by utilizing and interlinking existing public databases regarding defined areas of human
pluripotent stem cell research. Provision of standardized
description, registration and interlinking of stem cell data
on the above mentioned levels is a prerequisite for the effective exchange of data. One specific aim of CellFinder is to
identify processes by which various kinds of stem and precursor cells may differentiate, function and react and subsequently be applied. An important source of knowledge
are published research results. In CellFinder, text mining
methods are employed to extract knowledge from this scientific literature, which will be further made available in
our on-line repository.
In the last years, we have observed an increase in the availability of corpora for the biomedical domain (Kim et al.,
2003; Pyysalo et al., 2008). In the last 10 years, the
biomedical natural language community has migrated from
sentences-based corpora annotated with one or a couple of
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Sections

Sentences

Abstract
Introduction
Methods
Results
Discussion
Conclusion
TOTAL

79
225
539
1052
256
26
2177

Tokens
2683
6881
15540
31975
7221
731
65031

Anatomy
88
155
130
423
99
18
913

Cell Comp.
6
17
64
91
20
0
198

Annotations
Cell Line Cell Type
10
151
7
302
101
228
187
832
15
245
8
19
328
1777

Gene
45
56
356
1036
112
16
1621

Species
24
59
109
191
47
8
438

TOTAL
324
596
988
2760
538
69
5275

Table 1: Number of sentences, tokens and annotations per entity and per section in the full text document. A total per type
of entity and per sections is shown in the last line and last column, respectively.

named-entities (Rosario and Hearst, 2004; Tanabe et al.,
2005) to the annotation of abstracts with more than one
type of entity (Kim et al., 2003; Klinger et al., 2008; Furlong et al., 2008), relationships between entities (Pyysalo
et al., 2008) and biological events (Kim et al., 2008). More
recently, also full texts have become popular (Kim et al.,
2011; Carreira et al., 2011). Finally, the communitybased effort for the construction of the CALBC silver standard corpus composed by a variety of entities (RebholzSchuhmann et al., 2010) is certainly helpful for the biomedical natural language processing research.
Studies have shown that the structures of abstract and full
text are different (Cohen et al., 2010) and that more valuable information is usually found only in full texts. We
have indeed noticed that the data which is relevant for the
CellFinder’s database is usually present only in the results
sections of the publications. Therefore, in order to support
the development and evaluation of our text mining methods,
some selected full text documents have been annotated with
entities and biological processes relevant for the stem cell
domain. The annotation schema includes a variety of entities, such as cell lines, anatomical parts and genes/proteins,
as well as biological events, such as gene expression and
differentiation. We present here the first version of our corpus which is composed of 10 full text documents comprising 2,177 sentences, 65,031 tokens and 5,275 annotations
of entities.

2.

Overview of the Corpus

We present ongoing work which aims at annotating a corpus on the stem cell domain with semantic entities, biological events as well as associated meta-knowledge (Thompson et al., 2011). Our annotation schema consists of six
types of entities:
• anatomical parts (i.e., tissues, organs and body parts):
“bone marrow”, “adipose tissue”;
• cell components: “membrane”, “chromosome”, “nuclei”;
• cell lines: “hESMPC9.1”, “H1”;
• cell types: “mesenchymal precursors”, “skeletal muscle cells”;
• genes/proteins: “OCT4”, “vimentin”;

• species: “human”, “mouse”.
The importance of each of these entities in the stem cell research is evident. We now give a more detailed description
of each of them.
Anatomical parts entities describe the spaciotemporal locations of cell types throughout their existence/development in tissues, organs (and part thereof),
body parts and organisms. The annotation of species is
necessary in order to map homologies between different
organisms and to transfer insights from established animal
models to the human organisms and vice versa. Anatomy
has also been applied to in vitro anatomies formed by cells,
e.g. embryoid bodies, monolayers or rosettes.
Cell component refers to sub-cellular structures or locations within a cell (sometimes specific to a certain cell type)
where genetic functions are exerted, proteins are expressed
or molecules are detected.
Cell lines describe instances of cells of a certain type that
have been modified with biomolecular, genetic, chemical
or physical techniques in order to preserve one or several
properties of their specific type or to arrest the cells in a
certain stage of their development. This enables the cells to
be cultivated reproducibly over prolonged periods of time
(compared with the naive status), or, in the case of immortalized cells, indefinitely. Designations for cell lines are
commonly arbitrary and originate from their providers.
Cell type encompasses all instances of a biological cell
(individual cells, colonies or agglomerations in biological
tissue) with a distinct set of morphological, biomolecular
and functional properties. With the exception of terminally differentiated adult/somatic cells, all cells of a certain
type have at least one precursor cell type and at least one
progeny cell type.
Genes or proteins refers to instances in the text that mention gene names and functions, RNA that has been transcribed from any particular gene or a protein that has been
expressed as the result of gene (up)regulation. The same
is true for any mention of the absence of a protein (or its
expression) or the suppression of a gene.
Annotations have been performed by two experts from the
stem cell domain. Annotator 1 is a biologist with extensive
expertise in molecular and stem cell biology (mesenchymal stem cell, hESC, hiPSC), cell generation, characterization and GXP manufacture, systems biology, state-ofthe-art analysis techniques, clinical studies and biomedical

ethics. Annotator 2 is a biotechnologist with long-years expertise in stem cell characterization and registration, cellbased knowledge bases and dissemination and tissue engineering.
In this first round of annotations, 10 full text documents
have been annotated. Papers have been selected based on
the work of (Löser et al., 2010) in which publications on the
field of human embryonic stem cells have been surveyed
(up to November of 2009). A list of 990 publications have
been derived from this work (available as supplementary
material). From this list, 62 are included in the PubMed
Central Open Access Subset, and thus, can be freely used
for text mining purposes. Our annotators have selected 10
full papers for the annotation, namely PMIDs: 16316465,
17381551, 17389645, 18162134, 18286199, 15971941,
16623949, 16672070, 17288595 and 17967047. Full texts
were obtained in XML format from the Pubmed Central
Open Access Subset page2 . For performing the annotations, we used Brat3 (brat rapid annotation tool) (Stenetorp
et al., 2012). The documents had to be split into sections
due to the compromised performance of Brat when dealing
with long documents. The number of annotations found for
each entity type in the various sections of the full paper is
shown in Table 1. An example of some of the annotations
for the six entity types is shown in Figure 1.
The gold-standard corpus was created by merging the annotations from both annotators. An automatic consensus
was carried out to remove overlapping annotations, such
as singular and plural forms (e.g., “stem cell” and “stem
cells”) and mentions starting with hyphens (e.g., “-H1.3”
and “H1.3”). Additionally, we automatically checked those
mentions which started or ended with parenthesis, curly or
squared brackets, which are certainly due to a mistake when
selecting the text of the mention. Finally, the documents
were manually checked and some few overlapping inconsistencies have been corrected, such as “mesenchym” and
“mesenchymal”, by keeping only the larger one.
Entities
Anatomy
Cell Comp.
Cell Line
Cell Type
Gene/Protein
Species
TOTAL

Exact
0.37
0.33
0.75
0.30
0.77
0.78
0.51

Overlap+Type
0.61
0.39
0.92
0.85
0.81
0.81
0.80

Overlap
0.76
0.49
0.95
0.91
0.83
0.83
0.85

Table 2: F-score of the inter-annotator agreement for each
of the entities.
The inter-annotator agreement (IAA) was computed as Fscore and is shown in Table 2. Annotations which matched
exactly regarding the span and the type of entity are shown
as “Exact”. Overlapping annotations which belonged to the
same type of entity were also included in the consensus
corpus as alternative synonyms. The agreement when considering these cases is found in Table 2 under the column

“Overlap+Type”. For instance, one of the annotators identified “human embryonic stem cells” as a cell type, while the
other annotated just “stem cells”. Alternative synonyms are
not unusual in the biomedical domain, such as the GENETAG corpus (Tanabe et al., 2005) which includes synonyms
for gene and protein names. We have also decided to add
overlapping annotations which belong to different types of
entities. For instance, for the same example above, when
one of the annotators identified “human embryonic stem
cells” as a cell type, the other one annotated “human” as a
species and “embryonic” as anatomical part. We show the
increment in the IAA when allowing overlapping for annotations of different types in the “Overlap” column of Table 2. Finally, as an ongoing work, entities which have been
annotated by only one of the annotators were integrated into
the gold standard in this phase of the project.
The corpus was made available in our repository of corpora4 in its full text version and also split by sections. For
the visualization of the corpus, we recommend Chrome, Safari or Opera. The full text and the sections-split versions
of the corpus are available for downloading from the corpus web page5 in the standoff format used by Brat and in
the XML format used in (Pyysalo et al., 2008).

3.

In this section, we present our preliminary results for predicting entities in the stem cell domain. Regarding the
recognition of the entities annotated in this corpus, we are
more concerned about the recall. If a certain entity cannot
be found in the text during the named-entity recognition
step, the events in which it participates will not be found
either.
As baseline, we decided to use only dictionary-based methods derived from existing ontologies or terminologies and
freely available systems. Thus, we did not use the annotated corpus to train a specific tagger for any of the entity
types. Details for the methods used in the recognition of
each entity type are presented below.
We used Metamap (Aronson and Lang, 2010) for extracting annotations for five entity types: anatomical parts, cell
components, cell type, gene/protein and species. We restricted the annotations to certain semantic types using the
“-J” parameter. The mapping of the semantic types to our
entities is shown in Table 3. Additionally, we used the parameter which allows variants for acronyms and abbreviations (“-a”). As Metamap does not work properly with
long texts, we split the full text documents into sentences
using the sentence detector available in OpenNLP6 . Additionally, also due to the inability of Metamap in processing
long sentences, we only analyzed those under 1000 characters, resulting in five discarded sentences.
Anatomical parts and cell components were extracted only
using Metamap. For cell types, besides Metamap, a dictionary of cell type synonyms was created using the OBO
Cell Type ontology (Bard et al., 2005). We used Lingpipe
4
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Preliminary Evaluation

Figure 1: Passage of document “16316465” shows annotations for our six entity types. The following colors and abbreviations are used: “anat” or “anatomy” (yellow) for anatomical parts, “cell type” (red) for cell types, “spc” (dark blue) for
species, “component” (purple) for cell components, “gene” and “gene or protein” (light blue) for genes and proteins and “c
line” (rose) for cell lines. Visualization of the corpus is provided using Brat annotation tool.

named-entity recognition procedures7 for case-insensitive
matching of the synonyms to the text.
Regarding cell lines, we created a dictionary of synonyms
by merging names of cell lines from three different sources:
hESCReg (Borstlap et al., 2008), a list of human embryonic
cell lines presented as supplementary material in (Löser
et al., 2010) and data available on-line in the Cell Line
Data Base (Romano et al., 2009). Variations for the cell
line synonyms were automatically generated (e.g., “CCTL6”, “CCTL 6”, “CCTL6”). The derived dictionary of synonyms was also matched to the text using Lingpipe.
Besides Metamap, genes were extracted using GNAT (Hakenberg et al., 2008; Hakenberg et al., 2011) configured with
the default model. We defined a threshold score of 0.2 for
dismissing potential false positives. Finally, mentions for
species were extracted using Linnaeus tool (Gerner et al.,
2010), besides Metamap.
As discussed before, we have not yet made use of our corpus for training specific taggers for the recognition of any
type of entity. Instead, we tried to use freely available systems, terminologies, databases and ontologies. For evaluation of our baseline methods, the corpus was split in
two groups, five for development (16316465, 17381551,
17389645, 18162134, 18286199) and five for testing
(15971941, 16623949, 16672070, 17288595, 17967047).
We have used the development dataset for the error analysis while we kept the other dataset for a blind test.
The evaluation results for each entity type for both datasets
are presented in Table 4. Results refer only to the recognition of the mentions, with no normalization of entities. We
present results for exact matching, i.e., the exact mention
as well as the exact type of entity, and for a more flexible
strategy in which we consider also as a correct match any
overlapping mention belonging to the same type.

4.

Discussion

In this work we have presented a first version of our ongoing corpus developed for the CellFinder project. We
have annotated more than 5,200 annotations for a corpus of
more than 65,000 tokens, which makes the density of our
7
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Entities
Anatomy

Cell Comp.
Cell Type
Gene/protein

Species

Semantic groups
“Anatomical Structure“, ”Body Location or Region“, “Body Part, Organ, or
Organ Component”, “Body Space or
Junction”, “Body Substance”, “Body
System”,
“Embryonic Structure”,
“Fully Formed Anatomical Structure”,
“Tissue”
“Cell Component”, “Nucleic Acid, Nucleoside, or Nucleotide”
“Cell”
“Amino Acid, Peptide, or Protein”,
“Enzyme”, “Receptor”, “Amino Acid
Sequence”, “Carbohydrate Sequence”,
“Gene or Genome”, “Molecular Sequence”, “Nucleic Acid, Nucleoside,
or Nucleotide”, “Nucleotide Sequence”
“Amphibian”, “Animal”, “Archaeon”,
“Bacterium”, “Bird”, “Eukaryote”,
“Family Group”, “Fish”, “Fungus”,
“Group”, “Human”, “Mammal”, “Organism”, “Plant”, “Population Group”,
“Reptile”, “Vertebrate”, “Virus”

Table 3: Semantic types which have been considered for
each entity when using Metamap.

corpus about 8%. This is a satisfactory density provided
that the named entities were usually annotated in the context of biological events. Additionally, no text mining has
been performed in the documents before its manual annotations, i.e., the annotators have worked over texts free of any
pre-annotations. Finally, although Brat provides a way of
querying on-line resources during the annotation (e.g., EntrezGene or Uniprot), it does not support for terminologies
and ontologies, which might increase the density of annotations as well as the agreement among annotators.
The density of our corpus is comparable to other full text
corpora. For instance, the 14 full papers belonging to the
Genia Event Task from the BioNLP Shared Task 2011 also

Entities
Anatomy
Cell Comp.
Cell Line
Cell Type
Gene/Protein
Species
TOTAL

Development
Exact matches
Overlapping matches
Recall F-score Recall
F-score
0.30
0.23
0.48
0.33
0.55
0.31
0.67
0.38
0.48
0.35
0.48
0.35
0.46
0.42
0.66
0.59
0.68
0.36
0.78
0.44
0.90
0.46
0.93
0.48
0.56
0.31
0.69
0.38

Exact matches
Recall F-score
0.32
0.29
0.75
0.17
0.43
0.43
0.37
0.36
0.77
0.29
0.83
0.47
0.50
0.28

Test
Overlapping matches
Recall
F-score
0.48
0.41
0.80
0.19
0.62
0.59
0.57
0.55
0.90
0.35
0.86
0.49
0.67
0.37

Table 4: Recall and F-score of each entity type for the development and testing datasets. We present results when evaluating
using a exact matching and when allowing overlapping of the annotations.

hold a density of about 8% for the proteins. A corpus on microbial cellular responses reported in the work of (Carreira
et al., 2011) contains 130 full text documents annotated
with 59,000 annotations of biomedical concepts. Although
the number of tokens has not to be provided in the publication, its density seems to be lower that 10%. Finally, in
the CRAFT corpus (Cohen et al., 2011), which comprise 97
full text documents, annotations have been performed using
available ontologies, such as NCBI Taxonomy or Gene Ontology. It contains 597,000 tokens and 118,783 annotations,
i.e, a density of almost 20%.
Regarding the disagreement between our annotators, 80%
to 85% is also considered satisfactory for the biomedical
domain. However, the distinction among anatomical parts,
cell components and cell types still need to be discussed
further in the next phase of our project. The overlapping
among these entities is certainly due to the granularity of
our annotation schema, specially on the anatomical level.
By manually checking some of the annotations which were
only performed by one of the annotators, we have noticed
that they do not usually take part on the biological events,
which is the final aim of our ongoing corpus. When compared to the CRAFT corpus (Bada et al., 2010), their interannotator agreements ranges from 70% to almost 100%,
provided that they have performed various training sessions
and that the annotation was supported by available ontologies. Our inter-annotator agreement is also comparable
to the microbial cellular response corpus (Carreira et al.,
2011) which ranges from 21% to 83% after three training
cycles.
However, our corpus has some limitations. As already discussed, we have not used any available terminology or ontology while performing the annotations. Therefore, we
only provide text mentions, without any association to an
identifier.
Being an ongoing project, an extension of the corpus is already being carried out. We have started the annotation of
biological events relevant to the stem cell research, such
as cell differentiation and gene expression in cells and in
anatomical parts. These are valuable information which
we plan to make available to the scientific community in
our CellFinder project’s database, along with the respective
bibliographic reference.
We are also proceeding to the annotation of meta-

knowledge according to the work of (Thompson et al.,
2011). This information is of great importance regarding
the reliability of the data being extracted, whether it describes the existence or not of a certain biological process,
its intensity (high or low) and the primary publication for
finding further information, which is essential when associating data in CellFinder to its respective publication.
Finally, we also intend to annotate a larger number of abstracts in order to have more diversity of entities and biological events. A larger corpus is also usually necessary
for training and evaluating machine learning methods for
extracting entities or biological events. Our preliminary results show that training a classifier might be necessary at
least for the extraction of cell lines (as discussed below).
Regarding the methods and the evaluation presented here,
we performed a brief analysis of the errors for all six entities. This analysis was performed only on the five documents belonging to the development corpus. As we are
more concerned about the recall of the system, we focused
our error analysis on the false negatives. A discussion of
the mistakes is presented below for each entity type.
When performing an extra evaluation and allowing overlapping mentions between different types of entities, the recall
for the anatomical parts increases from 48% to 65% (result
not shown) for the development dataset. Most of these new
matches are with annotations which have been extracted by
Metamap as cell types, such as “neural” or “myotubes”.
However, using only Metamap seems to be not enough for
achieving a satisfactory recall. Alternative tools, which
we plan to use in the next phase, include the recent work
of (Pyysalo et al., 2011) on the recognition of anatomical entities using open biomedical ontologies. We are also
aware that we cannot expect a high recall from the existing
available tools for those entity types which still have a low
agreement among the annotators, such as anatomical parts,
cell components and cell types.
Our recall is also not enough for the recognition of cell
types, whose extraction is based on Metamap and the Cell
Type ontology. However, 64% of our false negatives correspond only to the plural forms of common abbreviations
in the stem cell types, such as “hNSC” (human neural stem
cells) and “hESCs” (human embryonic stem cells). The use
of abbreviation resolution methods (Schwartz and Hearst,
2003) in the next phase of the project may help to overcome

this problem.
However, Metamap returns a high recall when used for extracting cell components. We consider the recall of 67%80% as satisfactory for an entity type which plays a secondary role in our annotation schema, as it is not usually associated to a biological event. Additionally, the
mapping of the semantic type “Nucleic Acid, Nucleoside,
or Nucleotide” to this entity type has increased its recall from 44% (result not shown) to 67% for the development dataset, due to the recognition of annotations such as
“DNA”, “cDNA” and “mRNA”.
Likewise, Linnaeus and Metamap perform very well when
extracting species, as they provide a recall of 93% and 86%
for the development and test datasets, respectively. Although Linnaeus might be enough for retrieving species,
we also consider Metamap because it increased the recall
for the test dataset from 82% (result not shown) to 86%.
The mentions that are missed are mostly due to problems in
the parsing of tables, when columns are concatenated into
a single token, such as “hPODXLYesNoNoMouse”.
On the other hand, the recall for one of the most important entities in our annotation schema, the cell lines, is still
rather low, and about half of the annotations are missed.
The two more frequent false negative mentions are “SD56”
and “NTERA-2”. The first one is not present in any of the
three dictionaries. Regarding the “NTERA-2”, other cell
lines related to it could be found in one of our dictionaries (Cell Line Database) as “NTERA-2 clone D1”, but it
could not be matched using just a case-insensitive matching
strategy. For the cell lines, our baseline approach, which
considers only freely available dictionaries and tools, does
not seem to address the diversity of the nomenclature. The
lack of an integrated cell line database frustrates the hopes
of having a more complete terminology of cell line names.
The use of a machine learning algorithm trained with some
of our annotated documents seems to be inevitable in next
phases of the project.
Finally, regarding the extraction of genes and proteins,
our recall still need to be improved, as 78% (development dataset) might not be enough for an entity which
directly participates in many biological events. On the
other hand, GNAT and Metamap have achieved the highest recall for all entities for the test dataset. Surprisingly, Metamap increased the recall from 75% (results not
shown) to 90% for the test dataset. By analyzing the
false negatives, most of them are never found by GNAT
(e.g., “eMyHC” and “TuJ1”). However, some mentions
have been missed due to the same problem experienced
by Linnaeus, i.e., due to the parsing of the tables, such as
the token “hSOX17NoYesYesMs” which contains the gene
“SOX17”. We plan to try some additional available tools
for the extraction and normalization of genes and entities,
such as ABNER (Settles, 2005), BANNER (Leaman and
Gonzalez, 2008), GeneTuKit (Huang et al., 2011), as well
as other resources discussed in (Kabiljo et al., 2009).
In our curation process for the CellFinder project, data extracted using text mining methods will be validated by experts before being included into the database. Therefore,
we expect false negatives to be curated manually and false
positives to be dismissed or corrected by the curators. Nev-

ertheless, a more precise and high-recall text mining approach will certainly reduce the human effort in the validation step.
Regarding the limitations of our methods and evaluation,
as discussed before, our corpus only provides the textual
mentions for the annotations. Therefore, we did not consider the normalization of the entities in this phase of the
project. However, when mapping data extracted using text
mining methods to CellFinder’s database, which is completely based on ontologies, the availability of an identifier
associated to each entity will become an important issue.

5.

Conclusion

In this work we have presented the first version of the corpus which has been annotated in the scope of the CellFinder
project. This is an ongoing work which aims to annotate biological processes relevant to the stem cell research. This
first version of the corpus includes annotations for six types
of semantical entities: anatomical parts (e.g., tissues and organs), cell components, cell lines, cell types, genes/proteins
and species. This corpus is composed of 10 full papers
which contain around 65,000 tokens and more than 5,200
annotations with an inter-annotator agreement around 80%
to 85%. We hope it can be a valuable resource for the
stem cell research as well as for evaluation of named-entity
recognition methods for a variety of entities.
We have also presented here our baseline methods for the
prediction of the entities present in the corpus. We have
used only freely available systems, terminologies and ontologies. We have obtained a recall which ranges from 48%
to 90%, depending on the entity type. Although some improvements are still necessary regarding the agreement between the annotators and the text mining methods for the
prediction of the annotations, the work presented here is
promising. We believe that this is a unique corpus in the
stem cell domain and the data extracted using literature
mining will be a valuable source of information once available in CellFinder’s database.
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